
 
Embracing innovative technologies. Driving forward in an evolving industry.
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Email: info@catalystAV.com

In a world where "always on" and "always available" is the norm, power management is
more important than ever. Industry leading APC offers a product lineup with solutions for
any type of installation — surge protection, power filtering & conditioning, and feature-
loaded batter back-ups.

Atlona is a leading provider of innovative connectivity solutions to the Audio/Visual
market. Since 2003, Atlona has been designing and engineering award-winning products
for a diverse range of residential and commercial AV applications.

With a focus on quality and affordability, CAV Wire and Cable is an exclusive brand of
Catalyst AV providing dealers with a reliable, "always available" wire and cable option.

IC Realtime's ClearView CCTV brand offers a choice of reasonably priced cameras,
DVRs, NVRs and accessories to design and install a variety of residential and light
commercial security systems.

Elite Screens Inc. is a projection screen manufacturer with certified manufacturing
facilities produce a wide array of projection screens for the commercial and residential
audio-visual markets. Elite products are available through authorized distributors and
system integrators.

EnGenius’ growing portfolio of networking solutions including Gigabit PoE switches,
indoor and outdoor wireless networking products, and IP cameras for business deliver
long-range connectivity, robust feature sets and versatility for class-leading performance
at affordable price points.

As the innovative manufacturer behind the reinvented thermostat and smoke/CO alarm,
Nest offers a Certified Professional Program for integrators looking to use Nest to
accelerate their business growth and development.

Rapid Video Mounts offers Fixed, Tilt, and Full Motion mounts — versatile, functional, and
affordable solutions for flat panel wall mounting. All mounts come fully assembled with
necessary hardware included. RVM is a Catalyst AV Exclusive Brand.

TiVo has evolved into the ultimate single solution media center by combining its patented
DVR technologies and universal cable box capabilities with the ability to aggregate,
search, and deliver millions of pieces of broadband, cable, and broadcast content directly
to the television. An economical, one-stop-shop for in-home entertainment.

Vivitek manufactures an extensive line of visual display and presentation products. The
companys line of digital projection and display products incorporates the latest
innovations and technologies to deliver superior products for its partners, customers and
channels.
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